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We have very
humble and busy
club members.
TCRCM hosted
the Pattern Contest, yet results
were not publicly
shared. With a little arm twisting I
was able to find
out Lyle
Laughery placed
first in the advanced class.
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Calendar of events
Events for TCRCM
Every Thursday, 12:00– Lunch at Sterling’s
restaurant on the river in Richland

Events for Weavers Airfield,
2395 Hampton Road, Othello, WA
June 18-20– Fun-Fly and Auction,
June 25-27– IMAC event
July 2-4, Independence Day Hangout
Events for Yakima Valley Aero Modelers
Ben’s Strip, 3513 Cheyne Road, Zillah, WA July 16-18- Wings Over WA FPV
June 17-20—Heli Event
Beautiful Christen Eagle flown at Weavers Field
by Steve T. on May 29, 2021.

Events for Red Apple Flyers
5201 4th Street SE
East Wenatchee 98802
June 11-13 AMA Jamboree
July 31-August 1 Cubs and Cousins
August 27th - 29th- NWSAM Championship

When you receive
an award or honor, please let me
know. It’s not
bragging if it is
for the newsletter.
We need to share
our successes!

BTW, I did not
enter the drawing
but my favorite
handy tool is
parchment paper!
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President’s Message by John Patton
May was a very successful month for
the club. We hosted a pattern event
which Bill summarized for us in a recent email. Again, thanks to all of you
for making this an exciting club in
which to be a member.

must have an FAA registration to be in compliance. You can go
to the below website to register:
https://faadronezone.faa.gov/#/

To tell you the truth this is a “clunky” site to use. All model
aircraft are seen by the FAA as “drones.” And the site talks
about registering the drone. The actual registering of aircraft is
not yet required. However, you must enter an aircraft using
just general terms before you get to the pilot registration. Just
The field has been treated with weed play along and put something in the spaces for aircraft to procontrol and the turf is looking great. ceed. The cost to register is $5 and is good for 3 years. Again,
The edging and trimming along the
all model fliers must register to be compliant with FAA regulafences and pilot stations puts the
tions.
field in excellent condition.
The actual registration of aircraft is a couple of years away as
There are some changes coming in the hobby of which we all
all the details haven’t been ironed out. We’ll keep you informed
need to be aware. The FAA will soon roll out a knowledge
when that is required.
check for all model airplane hobbyists. It is not anything to be
Larry Salsberry is back is hosting float fly ins on Wednesdays
anxious or worried about. The format is to ensure all hobbyists
at the Bateman boat ramp. While this
share the same basic safety knowledge.
Thanks to George Vargo
is not a club activity, it is another fun
The AMA worked with the FAA to simplify the process. Basical- for painting the water
part of model aviation.
cannons.
ly, as we now understand it, there will be about 25 multiple
From talking to many of you we all
choice questions. If the wrong answer is selected you are taken
seem to think May was particularly
to an instruction page and you have a chance to answer again.
windy. With any luck, June will calm
All should pass easily, probably not over a 30-minute process
down and we’ll have many good flyat the most. There is no cost to take it.
ing days.
More info will be coming when it is ready, but all model flyers
must take it to be compliant with FAA regulations.
Hope to see you at the field soon!
Another FAA regulation is pilot registration. All model flyers
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43rd Annual Pattern Contest

Thanks also goes out
to you, the memberThis past weekend TCRCM hostship, for willingly gived its 43rd annual pattern
ing up your field so
(precision aerobatics) contest
the club could host
in very challenging weather
this event. Many
conditions. We had 14 contestmembers came out to
ants with 11 of them traveling
see both some flying
from Idaho, Oregon, and westand very high-quality
ern Washington. Over two days
model aircraft. That
of flying all were able to complete 5 rounds, with round 6 be- is always appreciated
ing cancelled on Sunday afternoon by the competitors. I
due to high and turbulent
have included some pictures of the event for your interest.
Lyle repainting
the poles
winds. Some would call the event
a "howling success." Three mem- Many of you likely are not aware but there are a number of our
bers from TCRCM competed in the members who have previously competed in precision aerobatcontest who were Lyle Laughery, ic competitions. These are Larry Salisbury, Rob Opgenorth,
Bruce McDannold, and myself.
Gordon Anderson, and our President, John Patton. If any of
you are interested in learning more about this part of model
All competitors were very imaviation just ask any of us about what pattern is and what the
pressed with our field conditions benefits are. If there is enough interest, Lyle and I would be
and the significant received supwilling to host an
port from our membership. Very special thanks goes out to
information sesBob Anderson and his support team for how great the field
sion at the field.
looks and the maintenance of our facility in general. Our field
is considered the premier flying
See you at the
site for pattern in the northfield.
west. A special thanks also goes
out to Jim Anderson and his team
Respectfully,
for providing lunches to the competitors both days. Hot food is alBill Bowen
ways appreciated at all model aviation competition events.
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Who Am I?
“Name a tool in your shop that you consider to be handy and
somewhat uncommon.” Answers from last month are:
Scott Page- Head Lamp
Troy Murray- My hands
Don Paddock- Magnetic building board
Guillermo Castaneda- My organizing boxes
Rob Opgenorth- Lead Shot Bag
Jim Anderson- I use a home-made protractor for setting control
surface throws
David Glenn Miller- Foam wing cutting equipment.
Gary Grosso-A Scroll Saw
Rob Skiba- Auto Body Panel Stands
Rodney Marks- Battery powered glue gun
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This very experienced club member joined TCRCM this year, so we
are giving you more hints.

Last month’s mystery
person was Lyle Laughery.
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June TCRCM drawing. This drawing is for one lipo
battery. (you choose from those available) Randomized drawing will be June 20. Entry responses will
be shared in next newsletter. Drawing is for current
TCRCM members only.
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Ready to Solo?

Just as in full-scale aviation, an RC pilot’s first
solo is a memorable
by Jim Tiller, Insider Safety Column Editor,
milestone. To have
May 2011
your prized airplane
leave the ground, tear though the air, and then return safely to
earth—all under your control—is a moment that no pilot forgets.
As we all know, RC pilots reach that milestone in many ways.
Some, supremely overconfident, leave the hobby shop with an
armful of equipment, go straight to the park, and throw their new
purchase into the air.

someone. Second, even if the newbie keeps at it long enough to be
successful, they have probably learned a lot of bad habits that
could still make them unwelcome or even dangerous when they fly
at organized events or club fields. And last, but most serious, many
quickly get frustrated and quit the hobby altogether.

Others think an hour of simulator instruction is plenty. I remember a story about one prospective flier who had flown the simulator awhile and then had a couple of buddy-box sessions from an
instructor. The next weekend he went to a public field without his
instructor. Despite offers of assistance and warnings to the contrary, he decided he could do it on his own. As you can imagine, his
next flight was a short series of over-controlled gyrations ending
with his new trainer in pieces a hundred feet from the runway.

But let’s look at the bright side of this issue. Most of those interested in RC flying see the value of instruction and seek us out for help.
Most are great learners and take instruction well. But they still
face the anxiety that goes with the first solo. Most students are in
the middle of the confidence spectrum—not overly timid and not
overly bold. And if they tell you they are ready to solo, they probably are.

There is little we can do about the guys who are bound and determined to do this without an instructor. In most cases, they have
been told by the Local Hobby Shop (LHS) and other fliers that they
should ask for help. We can only hope that they will learn and accept safe flying practices when they join us at the field.

But how does the instructor know for sure that his student is
I also know of a situation where an instructor told a student he
ready to solo? Many will tell you that they just know the student
was ready to solo without the buddy-box well before he had mas- has the skills to succeed—after all they have been there through
tered the proper skills. In this case, both the student and the inthe instruction process. I have no disagreement with that, because
structor did their very best to salvage the situation, but once again, that is how I have instructed in the past.
the student’s new trainer ended up not far from the runway and
the discouraged pilot going home to fix the damage.
Recently, I talked to a few fellow fliers who are a little more formal
in that evaluation. Just as in full-scale flying instruction, they have
Three things happen as a result of these training incidents. First,
there is the inevitable crash (or crashes) that could surely injure
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Ready to Solo? continued

a

checklist or check flight that their prospective soloists must master before they wean them from the buddy-box.
Here are some suggestions that you might want to make to your
instructors, if they are not already doing them:

a straight line down the runway and maintain that course and direction until the first turn at a safe altitude?
6. Once again from full-scale flight instruction, put the airplane at
an odd angle or orientation and then hit the trainer switch. Does
the student make the right corrections to bring the airplane back
to straight and level?

1. We all know the student has to be able to make a safe landing.
That’s number one on everyone’s list. But what do you require in
preparation for touchdown on the runway? Can he correct for
crosswinds using the rudder and still make the runway? Does he
set up the proper glide and adjust the touchdown point with the
throttle? Can he make both right- and left-hand approaches to
your runway?

7. Fly the model quite aways out and then hit the trainer button.
Can your student get it back over the runway?

2. Here’s one directly from full-scale flying instruction. At altitude,
pull the power back to idle on the buddy-box. Can your student
find a good glide angle and make a dead-stick approach that would
result in a successful landing?

Many clubs have a formal instruction manual they give their students at the outset with this and other goals as check off items inside. That is a great practice. If your group does not already have a
training syllabus for new pilots, feel free to use my club’s as a
starting point (rcpropbuster.com/downloads/Rapid%20City%
20Propbusters%20New%20Pilot%20Handbook.pdf).

3. Give the student a task to do, such as flying a figure eight, and
then have him announce each part of the maneuver before he
makes it. Can he make the airplane go where he says it’s to go?

How well should your student do on these informal tests? Whatever the student does, it should be conducted “with the successful
outcome of the maneuver never seriously in doubt.” I borrowed
this quote from a full-scale instruction manual as well.

We did not create this document ourselves, but like many of you,
gleaned parts and pieces from others over the years.

4. Using the proper field safety rules, can
he assemble, fuel, start, and shut down
Good instruction does not happen by accident, and good instruchis airplane without assistance?
tion will prevent accidents. It will also make pilots who are welcome at any field and are a credit to the modeling community—
5. On takeoff, can he keep the airplane in hopefully for many years to come.
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Flying at The Mud Hole
on May 19, 2021

Glad we had a
rescue boat!
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How to Flash the Receiver Firmware
for OpenTX transmitters

4. Note that OpenTX firmware is not the same as IXJT firmware. The
OpenTX firmware is the operating system you see. The IXJT is the
transmitter module firmware you don’t see.
Warning: This method of flashing can only be undertaken if your trans5. Above shows the XJT firmware (for the transmitter), the X4R, and the
mitter uses the standard battery. If you have replaced the standard NiMH
X6R/X8R.
battery with a LiPo battery, this can damage the receiver. If you have a
6. Go to your normal download folder, and with Windows 10, a right
lipo battery in your transmitter, exchange it for NiMH for this procedure.
click on the appropriate file will give the options to extract these files
1. On your computer find the copy of the SD Card (if not copy the SD
to a particular folder. Otherwise, an unzip program will be needed to
card from the Taranis), and check a sub-folder called FIRMWARE exunpack the files.
ists. (If your SD card contents are old enough the sub-folder may be
7. Copy the firmware to the FIRMWARE/S folder of your transmitter .
called FIRMWARES)
8. Determine if your transmitter has a smart port connection. This will
2. Go to the FrSky website http://www.frsky-rc.com/download/ and
be a connection that accepts a standard dupont servo plug. If not you
download the latest firmware. This website screen is frequently
will need to make a lead up to transfer the files. The easiest way is to
changed, so do not assume it will look exactly like this:
use an extension lead with plugs at one end and sockets at the other
3. In December of 2019 FrSky released a version-2 of ACCST firmware.
and swap the red and brown pins at one end if using Spektrum colors,
or the red and black for the Taranis telemetry colors.

OpenTX is used by FrSky, RadioMaster,
Jumper, Flysky and Turnigy XR9 radios.

9. Connect the reversed end into the back of the Taranis with the cover
removed. Note that the signal lead is towards the bottom of the transmitter, the middle lead is the black lead. The plug at the back has five
pins, only the bottom 3 are used.
10. Connect the other end of the lead to a sensor lead already plugged into the Smart Port on the receiver. Ensure that when flashing a receivTo use version-2 your transmitter IXJT module and all receivers must
er, there is no power source connected to the receiver, except from
be flashed to version-2. If you’ve never flashed the new IXJT firmthis lead. If upgrading an X4R receiver, you will need to use the speware to your transmitter and purchase new receivers they will not
cial sensor lead that comes with the X4R, with the small JST plug at
work until retrograded to version 1 – or alternatively you could flash
one end, and a standard 3 pin servo connector fitted to the other end.
your entire fleet and transmitter with version 2 and be done with it.
(Ignore the 4th wire.)
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11.Now switch on the transmitter, and with a long press of the menu
button go into the Radio Setup menu system.

15. Finally, with the model secured, (and if electric, preferably with the
propeller removed) check that all the model functions perform as
expected, and that failsafe settings are still working.
16. It should not be necessary to rebind the receiver, but if you have issues, try rebinding first.
What is an RF module and what's D16?
The RF module handles the communication to the receivers. The Taranis has an internal XJT RF module (physically just a circuit board), and
external XJT modules are available for use in other radios. They are
generally just referred to as the XJT module, whether they are the internal or external modules.

12. Page through to the SD CARD screen.Op
13. Then select and open FIRMWARE folder: (or FIRMWARES in older
SD cards)
14. Select the appropriate file. Be sure you have the region correct (LBT
or FCC), AND the ACCST version (V1 or V2).
Note that in U.S.A we use FCC firmware but in Europe they use LBT version. (LBT= Listen Before Talk) In the screen below, XJT_LBT file will
flash the transmitter IXJT module, the other two files flash the appropriate receivers. Both the transmitter and receivers should be updated to the same version.
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The XJT module uses several protocols to talk to the receivers. D16 is
one of them, and it's used for the X-range of receivers, i.e. X4R, X4R-SB,
X6R and X8R. There are two more protocols, D8 and LR12. D8 is used
for legacy (i.e. historic) receivers, those starting with D or V in their
name, e.g. D4R-II, D8R-II+, V8FR-II, VD5M, etc. Lastly, the LR12 protocol is for the long range receiver L9R.
What is a firmware
The Taranis has two sets of firmware. One is the operating system
OpenTX (OS), the other is for the RF (XJT) module. These firmwares
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are independent of each other. Updating the OpenTX operating system on your Taranis does not update the XJT module, and vice versa.
If you have a pre-2015 Taranis and buy new D16 mode receivers
manufactured for sale in the EU, you wouldn't be able to use them.
You can't just update the OS to the latest version and expect it to bind
with your new receivers. It's important to understand the difference
between the two firmwares.
The Crucial Bit!
This is important, your transmitter’s XJT module (or IXJT) and any
D16 receivers must match. Either both have EU firmware, or both
have non-EU firmware. Additionally, either both Rx and Tx have version-1 or both have version-2.
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